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CALL REPORTIssue # 14Document's Author: Dave Montague/ARRB Date Created: 10/03/96Who initiated the 

call? Review Board's representative in the call: Dave MontagueSubject: Stephan Barber called to give me his 

new phone number & other infoDescription of the Call __________Stephan Barber called to give me his new 

phone # & asked me not to give this number to anyone, under any circumstances. I assured him that I have no 

reason to share his information with the public, but that it would probably find its way into the Archives when 

we are shut down (which will make it available at that point). He said he doesn't have a problem w/ 

that.Barber said he is trying to "get out of Dallas" because of the climate towards him & the fact that the area 

does not seem to be what he expected having recently moved from a small town some 1,200 miles away in 

Ohio. I asked him what he meant by this & he said an incident happened yesterday which made him realize he 

didn't need to bother w/ such activities. I told him I still didn't understand what activities he was referring to, 

so he explained the following:The 2 major groups selling books & videos re: the assassination in the Dealey 

Plaza area are either "pro-conspiracy" or believe the official story produced by the WC. When these sellers are 

trying to sell books to customers, they sometimes get into arguments w/ sellers on the "opposing side". These 

arguments often result in physical fights on the knoll as well as in other areas of Dealey Plaza. 1 fight in 

particular involved a seller who pushed another seller into the reflecting pool & this resulted in a knife fight & 

death threats. The person w/the knife (named Dan, who he thinks may have mental problems), thought he 

was "snubbed" by Barber yesterday & this is why Barber changed his phone number today. Barber said that 

some of the sellers don't have "regular" jobs or even a place to live. He said 1 in particular sells enough each 

day to "...buy a bottle of booze & a hotel room...", but overall the sellers are not doing "booming business". He 

feels some of the sellers are "Overly-Oswald" (they don't like any discussion implicated LHO as the lone-

gunman) & some of them give him such a hard time based on his acoustics work in the 1970s. Barber said 

people such as [Screened by: NARA RD-F on October 24, 2016 according to the John F. Kennedy Records 

Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 2107, Section 6(3)] are spreading rumors that Groden is going to prison; so 

Barber is ready to see what his options are before it gets worse. I thanked him for providing the new phone 

number.Stephan Barber's new home phone number is [Screened by: NARA RD-F on October 24, 2016 

according to the John F. Kennedy Records Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 2107, Section 6(3)]
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